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ABSTRACT 

The Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) process was introduced commercially in 1942; in the 

half-century of its existence, it has been improved again and again, so that plants today 

operate on a much larger scale and at a fraction of their original unit costs. This paper 

provides a methodology for a study of the history of improvements to the FCC process, to 

understand both their engineering and economic natures.' 

Improvements in an industrial process can take many forms - new pieces of 

equipment, greater knowledge of scientific and engineering principles, more efficient 

organization and administration of resources, and so on. To relate these forms to each other 

is a difficult undertaking, yet necessary if the overall sequence is to be understood. In this 

paper the problem of relating different improvements i n  their sequence is discussed; and a 

common mode of representation is suggested, involving the application of linear 

programming. It is argued that the shadow prices of the constraints in the dual programme 

give indications of the incentives for improvements, and that the changes in the coefficients 

of the technical matrix give indications of their consequences. For an understanding of the 

creation of the improvements themselves, however, one must still rely upon a history of the 

industry's research and development activities. 

Two problems in applying h e a r  programming to the analysis of a changing economic 

system are discussed. The first arises i n  expressing the non-linear technical and economic 

relationships in linear form; the second in representing as a single system what is, because 

of the effects of the improvements, an evolving one. These problems, and the ways in which 

they will be addressed, are illustrated at the end of the paper. 

Finally, a method of planning companies' Research and Development activities 

frequently applied in the industry is reported, and its informational requirements identified. 

The extent to which the data generated in the course of this study of improvements will be 

useful in such exercises is then indicated. 

' Other parts of the study will be published in subsquent papers and the final work will appear as 
a book. 



1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1942, the Fluid Catalytic Cracking process was presented to the petroleum refining 

industry. At the time of the innovation, it was no more profitable to operate than existing 

processes; it is only in the fifty years between then and now that its great potential has been 

realized. Realization has come through a stream of improvements, not one of which has 

equalled the genius of the concept of the fluidized bed, but all of which have required acute 

awareness and substantial effort. 

Great novelty evokes fascination for the observer; ininor variations beget boredom. 

This is true of fashion; it is also true of studies of technical change. The great novelties, the 

innovations, attract the attention of historians and economists, whereas the successive 

improvements to those innovations are generally neglected. To be sure, it is recognized how 

important improvements are in their cumulative effects (Rosenberg, 1982; Freeman, 1982). 

Yet systematic studies of a sequence of improvements are few aid far between; the earliest 

and most detailed was that of Hollander (Hollander, 1965); more recent ones have examined 

improvements in the manufacture and sale of computers and in the operation of nuclear power 

plants (Noyce, 1977; Lester and McCabe, 1993). 

However impressive the improvements, and however significant they may be in 

reducing costs and raising quality, the mechanism by which they are brought about remains 

undiscovered. The technical changes underlying the improvements are usually described in 

narrative form and their scientific and technological aspects are emphasized; the economic 

consequences are illustrated by cost caIculations, comparing costs before and after the 

improvements were instituted. The association between the technical nature of the 

improvements and their economic incentives and consequences remains vague. 

In this study of improvements in the Fluid Catalytic Cracking process throughout its 

half-century of operation, the objective is to relate the technical changes with the economic. 

Put one way, the aim is to insert the technology into the economic environment; put another, 

the aim is to determine the economic dimensions of the change in technology. It is hoped 

that this will provide economists with a better understanding of the nature of the technologies 

with which they contend, and engineers with a better understanding of the economic forces 

that impel technological developinen ts. 

0.LE.S. 1 



The unit of enquiry for the study of improvements in petroleum refining technology 

is the process. By process is meant a technology plus its application; i.e. the physical and 

chemical relationships governing the transmutation of elements, the pieces of equipment and 

other inputs in which these transmutations take place, and the sum of the knowledge that is 

necessary in order to organize and conduct the activities. The process may be very simple, 

incorporating no more than a single unit operation (to use the chemical engineer’s term); it 

may be extraordinarily complex, employing many, inter-related unit operations and processes 

in expensive equipment operating at a very large scale, consuming a variety of inputs and 

producing a variety of outputs, carefuIly controlled and efficiently administered. In the 

petroleum refining industry, the process is delineated in such a way as to enable it to be 

carried out in a cluster of pieces of equipment on a single site and operated by a team of 

highly trained individuals. The word ‘process’ thus has several meanings: it can refer to the 

technology that is employed; it can encompass all the pieces of equipment collected on a 

single site; it can signify the group of individuals who have the responsibility of operating the 

equipment. It may occupy an entire industrial plant, or i t  inay be a portion of the plant, 

where it is combined with other processes. It may change through time, employing different 

physical or chemical relationships, utilizing different pieces of equipment, being organized 

in different ways; but the changes are not usually of such great significance that the process 

loses any of its major characteristics. 

2 0.LE.S. 



2 ECONOMIC AND ENGINEERING PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

To discover how a petroleum refining process changes over time, in both its technological and 

its economic dimensions, is an extremely complicated task. To generalize over several 

changes is even more difficult. Although something may be lost, or errors may be made, the 

task is made a little easier by simplification; but it is imperative to explain the nature of the 

simplification. We shall try to reveal this by means of a formalization, employing the concept 

of the production function. 

Economists have long used the concept of the production function, expressing the 

relationship between the inputs to, and the outputs from, a process. If the inputs are labelled 

as x and the outputs as y, and both are expressed in physical terms, the production function 

can be written as 

f (x ;  y )  = 0 

where x = vector of quantities of inputs, of dimension m, 

y = vector of quantities of outputs, of dimension n, and 

f = the function relating inputs to outputs. 

So as to be able to obtain analytic solutions to models that include production 

functions, economists always assume that the function f has simple mathematical properties. 

Yet, the function f is a compendium: it contains all that is relevant to the process, both 

technological and economic. It is therefore too abstract for our purposes; we need a more 

complex expression that distinguishes the technological from the economic. Such a 

distinction can be made by decomposing equation (l), in the manner in which a petroleum 

refiner does when planning his production. First, he estimates the capabilities of his plant, 

given the various inputs that he is able to command. Let these be designated by 1 of the total 

of m types of inputs; i.e. inputs 1, 2 ... 1 are necessary to finance, construct and operate the 

plant in which the process is carried out. We can express the relation between 1 of the inputs 

x and the plant’s capabilities v via the function g, where g, like the preceding function f, is 

a transformation from what is applied (the x) into what results (the v). 

0.LE.S. 3 



g ( x ;  v) = 0 

where x = the first 1 components of the vector of inputs, 

1 I m, 

Y = vector of process capabilities, of dimension k, and 

g = the function relating the first 1 inputs of x to the capa ii .es . 

If we keep our variables in terms of rates or flows, the inputs x will be so many man- 

hours, so many units of land rental, so many units of capital service, etc. What of the 

capabilities? Here it may be useful to choose a concrete example, albeit the simplest possible 

one. Imagine that the process under investigation is the pumping of a fluid (crude oil) 

through a pipeline (Cookenboo, 1955). For this process, capabilities v can be measured along 

just two dimensions, that of pipeline diameter and that of horsepower. (The larger the 

diameter of the pipe through which the oil flows and the greater the horsepower that impels 

the oil, the greater the capability of the pipeline, Equation (2), expressing the capabilities of 

the pipeline, would thus have many inputs x (numbering 1, 2..;) and two capabilities v1 (line 

diameter) and v2 (horsepower)). Chenery, who first made the decomposition, called equation 

(2) the engineering production function (Chenery, 1949). 

The petroleum refiner is not content knowing only the engineering production function; 

In symbolic form this he also needs to know how to exploit his plant’s capabilities. 

knowledge is expressed as 

where x = the remaining elements of the vector of inputs 

(1 + I, 1 + 2 ... m), 

v and y as before, and 

h = the function relating x, v, and y. 

If we wished to and if equations (2) and (3) had the proper mathematical properties, 

we could combine equations (2) and (3), yielding equation (4), 
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but this is not our purpose. Rather we wish to examine inore carefully equations (2) and (3), 

since these are abstractions from the (much more complicated) calculations of the refiner. 

Returning to our objective in carrying out the study, it is to analyse improvements in 

petroleum refining technology, in order better to understand their nature. There is also the 

hope that some pattern will emerge, from what seems, on the surface, to be a pot-pourri of 

accomplishments. How might decomposing the economist’s production function into the two 

sub-functions (the engineering function of equation (2) and the economic function of equation 

(3)) help in meeting the task? 

There are two ways in which the decoinpositioii helps to analyse improvements, the 

first because it models the refiner’s efforts at improvement, the second because it provides 

a useful structural division. 

Considering the petroleum refiner’s planning, he customarily isolates those activities 

leading to improvements in his technology from those leading to improvements in operation; 

the former being called R & D, the latter ‘technical service’. The former activities take place 

in a research laboratory, sometimes located in, more often geographically separate frotn, the 

refinery itself; the latter takes place within the refinery offices or on the process units, The 

former are carried out chiefly by scientists, or scientists-cum-engineers; the latter by process 

engineers and operators. Administratively, in large finns, they are likely to be placed in 

different parts of the hierarchy, the laboratory in a staff division reporting to a vice-president 

of R & D; the technical service group in line with the refinery manager. 

Besides an organizational distinction between the different activities represented by 

the engineering and economic production functions, there is also a distinction between the 

types of improvements that are a consequence of these activities. The distinction is by no 

means sharp, but generally shifts in the engineering production function are brought about by 

improvements in process design and equipment (for example, a more efficient pump, a less- 

easily eroded refractory), whereas shifts in the economic production function are brought 

about by improvements in process operation (a higher temperature or pressure, a inore nearly 

perfect synchronization of unit processes or operations, and so on). Sources of information 

on improvements will tend to be separated too; evidence on shifts i n  the engineering 

production function will be found in the refiners’ R & D divisions and i n  the 
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accomplishments of equipment suppliers; evidence of shifts i n  the economic production 

function will be found in refinery plant records. 

6 O.I.E.S. 



3 SIMPLIFYING THE PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

The production functions of equations (2) and (3) are implicit: if we are to evaluate 

improvements we must make them explicit. Where petroleum refining processes are 

concerned, to do so with any great accuracy has been, with one exception, impossible. 

(Refiners are currently devoting much energy to formulating engineering production €unctions 

based on the physical and chemical reactions carried out in distillation, cracking, etc.; but so 

complicated are these reactions that even representative or token reactions of clusters of 

individual hydrocarbons exceed the knowledge of the scientists and the computing ability of 

large-scale electronic computers (Maples, 1993)). 

For one of the simplest of all processes (the transport of crude oil in a pipeline), for 

which the engineering production function can be derived from physical principles, there has 

been an attempt to represent the effects of improvements (Pearl and Enos, 1975); but, so far 

as the author is aware, this is the only application. Moreover, the application is for a host 

of improvements, made over a span of seventeen years, rather than for a sequence of 

improveinen ts, identified separately. 

The exception to the statement that petroleutn refining processes are too complex to 

be represented by explicit functional forms I s  the blending of motor fuels. It appears that the 

blending of different components can be expressed i n  a linear, separable form. Since no 

chemical reactions take place, and since the blending components are all liquids at 

atmospheric temperature and pressure, the volume of any number of components, blended, 

is equal to the sum of the volumes of all the individual constituents: 

XI + xz + . . .  Xk, = y ( 5 )  

where the x, are the volumes of the constituents and y the volume of the blend. 

Similarly, and conveniently, a characteristic of the blend (e.g., motor octane number) 

can be quite conveniently estimated as the arithmetically weighted sum of the characteristic 

of each component; i.e. 

0.LE.S. 



where Pi = proportion of the ith component in the blend, 
b 

1 
i = 1, 2 _ . .  b; Ci = 1 

rj = the value of the characteristic j for the ith 
X i component, xi, and 

rj = the value of the characteristic for the blend. 
Y 
Both equations (5 )  and (6)  can be written in vector form: 

I ’x  = y 

where I is the unit vector, and 

Moreover, if there are more than one characteristic, they can be considered separately. 

Again, with reasonable accuracy, the system of all characteristics (e) can be represented by 

a set of simultaneous linear equations, written in vector fonn as: 

P’R,  = ry (7) 
where P = a vector of proportions of the ith component in the blend, of dimension b, 

R, = a (b x e) mixture of individual characteristics, 

ry = a vector of characteristics of the blend, of dimension e. 

The linear separable nature of the system of equations (7) was well known in the 

petroleum refining industry, so it is not surprising that gasoline blending was the first 

application of the powerful mathematical technique of linear programming. Both in 

universities (Charnes, Cooper and Mellon, 1952) and in the industry itself (Symonds, 1955) 

the blending of motor fuels was formulated as a linear programming problem; and textbooks 

on linear programming universally provided it as a vivid illustration of the technique (e.g. 

Hadley, 1962). Not surprisingly, attempts were made to formulate other scheduling problems 

faced by petroleum refiners as linear programmes (Symonds, 1955); in fact it was seen that 

an entire petroleum refinery’s schedule could be so formulated (Mane,  1956; Adams and 

Griffin, 197 2). 
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Linear programming recommends itself to us also, both because it has been generally 

applied i n  the petroleum refining industry for forty years, and because it will enable us to 

estimate incentives to improvements, and consequences thereof, at various points in that forty 

year interval. Let us therefore lay out the model and observe its usefulness. 

0.LE.S. 9 
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4 THE LINEAR PROGRAMME AND ITS DUAL 

The conventional way of writing the primal problem of linear programming is 

maximize z = cx 

subject to 

and 

where z =  

C =  

X =  

A =  

d =  

O =  

x 2 0  

the value of the objective fuiiction (a scalar) 

the unit value of each primal variable (a vector, usually of prices) 

the primal variables (a vector of dimension j)  

the matrix of constraint coefficients aij (the matrix has i rows and j 

columns) 

the ‘capacities’ of the constraints (a vector of i components), and 

the null vector. 

The dual to this linear prograimning problem is 

rniiiiinize Z = d ’ w  

subject to 

A’ w 2 c’  (9) 

where 2 = the value of the dual (a scalar) 

d’, A’ and c’ = 

w = 

the transposes of d, A and c respectively, 

the dual variables (a vector, commonly conceived of as shadow 

prices) 

and 

(The nomenclature is taken from Hadley, 1962, pp. 222 ff.) 
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If one of the pair of problems equations (8) and (9) has an optimal solution, the other also 

has an optimal soIution. Let stand for a feasible solution to equation (8) and fi a feasible 

solution to equation (9); if 

then 2 is the optimal solution to equation (8) and w to equation (9). The values of the 

objective functions z and Z are thus equal, i.e., the maximum of the primal problem is equal 

to the minimum of the dual problem. 

In the optima, certain properties hold, one of which we shall draw upon. The property 

is that of complementary slackness (idem, pp. 239-241). Imagine that we convert the first 

system of inequalities Ax I d in equation (8) to equalities by adding s ‘slack’ variables to the 

r variables comprising the vector x; then at the optimum 

S 

W’X, C wi xr+; = 0, i = 1, 2 ,  . . .  s 
i=l 

In equation (1 l), if any slack variable is different from zero, its shadow price (the component 

wi) will be zero: if the slack variable is zero (i.e., if there is no slack), the shadow price will 

be strictly positive. The aiialogous condition holds for any slack variable added to convert 

the constraints in equation (9), the dual problem, to equalities; when this is done the following 

condition also holds at the optimum: 

S 

x’w,  = C xj w,-j = 0 
j =1 

The uses to which equations 10-12 will be put will be explained later. 

12 O.I.E.S. 



5 FORMULATING COMPARABLE EQUATION SYSTEMS 

If we are to evaluate the effects of successive improvements by appeal to the technique of 

linear programming, we must have a single system capable of reflecting the potential of each 

technology. Thus it must, using the same variables, be able to describe accurately the first 

technology (the innovation), the second (the first improvement), the third (the second 

improvement) and so on, through the last improvement. Yet it must also be the same system, 

in the sense that it contains the same variables and is expressed as the same ‘problem’. 

We can clarify these conditions by referring to the linear programming model of the 

previous section. When we define the vectors x, w, c and d, and the matrix A, i.e., when we 

attach meanings to each one, we have specified the system: the matrix A specifies the 

technology; the vector d specifies the limits that physical Iaws, human abilities and social 

mores impose on the application of the technology; the vector c the economic conditions 

(prices, etc.) governing the operation of the process; and the vectors x and w specify, 

respectively, the quantities and values of the scarce inputs and outputs. 

In principle, A, d, c, x and w can vary, and in practice all do. We could say that 

variations in A signify technical change, in d changes i n  scale, in c changes in inarket 

conditions and in x and w changes in the composition of inputs and outputs, in response to 

previous changes in A, d, aiid c. But this would be an oversimplification, in two senses, It 

is an oversimplification in the sense that changes in one element, say the technological matrix 

A, are not independent of changes in another element, say the vector d. It is also an 

oversimplification in the sense that the causality implied by saying that x and w respond to 

changes in the other elements may be reversed; for example, market conditions - especially 

the vector c - may change as a consequence of changes in the quantities and values taken on 

by x and w. In the long run, it may well be changes in the matrix A that drive the system. 

Since we are primarily interested in technical change we shall neglect the long run; 

we shall eschew technoIogical determinism, and assume that changes in economic conditions 

- in c - are exogenous to our system of equations (8) and (9). To the extent that prices do 

dter historically, we shall acknowledge the changes, but we shall not attempt any explanation: 

changes in economic conditions will be assumed to occur outside our system. 

O.I.E.S. 13 



The changes that we will attempt to explain are thus the changes in A, d, x and w, 

singly and jointly. But first we have to detennine what have been the changes in these 

variables and what has caused them. Our procedure will not follow this two-step sequence, 

however, but will take three steps: the steps will involve (1) the recording of inducements, 

(2) the determination of consequences, and (3) the securing of the improvements. The first 

and second steps will be made with the aid of linear programmes; the third chiefly with the 

history of events. 

14 O.I.E.S. 



6 INDUCEMENTS TO IMPROVEMENTS 

Considering first inducements to improvement: these are recorded by the shadow prices (w) 

of the constraint variables i n  the primal problem of the linear propamme. At any instant, to, 

the optimal solution to the linear programme will yield a set of quantities So, which reflect 

the most profitable allocation of the scarce resources in the system (the d). From the solution 

to the dual programme, the shadow prices or opportunity costs of the constraints (the +& are 

simultaneously derived; these reflect the increases in the value of the objective function of 

the primal problem attributable to a unit increase in the capacities of the constraints. If the 

constraint is binding in the optimal solution, its opportunity cost will be strictly positive; if 

not, it will be zero, both according to equation 12. The magnitude of the opportunity cost is 

a measure of the incentive to loosen the bind: the higher the value, the greater the incentive. 

Shadow prices, or opportunity costs, are not the whole measure of incentives, for they 

only indicate the unit value of relaxing a binding constraint. One also needs to know the 

number of units by which the particular constraint, say di, can be relaxed before another 

constraint, say 4, begins to limit still further increases in the objective function. In a 

perfectly designed and operated process, i.e. one perfectly synchronized, all the constraints 

would be binding in the optimal solution, and a relaxatioii of d, of one unit would not increase 

the value of the objective function unless the other djs were relaxed too. A multiplicity of 

improvements (or one blanket improvement) would be necessary to increase profitability. 

In the absence of perfect synchronization, an increase of Ad, inight be possible before 

another constraint, 4, became binding. The combined measure of the incentive to secure the 

improvement in the activity i would then be (i%i)(Ad,), and this could be compared with an 

estimate of the cost of securing the improvement, i n  order to appraise its attractiveness. 

If the system of constraints is complete, reflecting not only the physical and chemical 

requirements of the process but also its legal, organizational, environmental and financial 

requirements, the (Gj)(Adi) would be comprehensive, providing all the data needed to plan 

improvements. But such completeness is not possible; in practice, the system of constraints 

reflects the engineering relationships only, and those only as understood at the time (to). This 

problem of the comprehensiveness of the linear programming model limits the types of 

incentives that can be identified. 

0.LE.S. 15 
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7 THE CONSEQUENCES OF IMPROVEMENTS 

In principle, our third concern, the consequences of any improvement, are measured by the 

changes in the process and its operation; these in turn are measured by the changes i n  the 

linear propamme and its optimal solution. If equations (8) and (9) of section 4 describe the 

process at time zero, before the improvement is made, a new linear progamme will describe 

it at time t,, after the improvement has been made. The differences in the linear programmes 

are twofold: the matrix of technical coefficients A can have changed to A and the vector of 

constraints d, to d. 

s. t. 

and 

and 

s.t. 

max z = cx 

X X I d  

x 2 0  

z = d’w 

A ’ w  2 C ’  

The differences between equations (8) and (9), on the one hand, and of (13) and (14) 

on the other, represent a menu of possible changes (given that the vector of prices c is 

invariant and the vector of input and output types x is comprehensive) but all such changes 

may not occur with a single improvement. It is conceivable that only some elements of d 

change (to d); this could be the consequence of the recognition of the existence of a 

‘bottleneck’, and its subsequent removal. The improvement would have been diagnostic - 

the application of known methods of chetnical or physical analysis, or the development of a 

new method of analysis. 
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It is also conceivable that only the elements of the matrix of technical coefficients A 

change (to A). Changes could occur through a better understanding of the nature of the 

existing technique or through the successful research and development of a new mode of 

operation. Finally, and most probably, both the matrix of technical coefficients A and the 

vector of capacity constraints d could change simultaneously. 

Economists have singled out particular changes and given them names: an equi- 

proportionate reduction in all the qj in the A matrix is known as Hicks-neutral technical 

change; qui-proportional reductions in those constraint equations reflecting the availability 

of capital, and in those reflecting the availability of labour, are known as Harrod- and Solow- 

neutral technical change respectively. Increases i n  one or more elements of the vector of 

capacity constants (again perhaps through a better understanding of the nature of the process; 

or through an expansion of items of capital equipment, into a novel and greater range of 

operation) d are scale improvements; and equi-proportional increases indicate constant returns 

to scale. 

The three neutrality types are polar cases; we would be surprised to discover that any 

single improvement, let alone a sequence of improvements, confonned to one case or the 

other; although discovering from the evidence a tendency towards a single type would be 

interesting. Certainly we do expect to find changes in the vector d, particularly for specific 

plants operated over an extended interval. 

If we wished to include all the effects of improvements i n  a single measure it would 

be in the technical matrix A. To consolidate the improvements in A, we would have to 

absorb within i t  the changes in the vector of constraints d; this could be achieved by 

normalizing d, and representing all improvements, whether of scale or of other types, by 

appropriate reductions i n  the elements a,, of A. In practice, this would be equivalent to 

assuming a plant fixed in its physical dimensions (for a typical petroleum refinery process, 

say, this would signify the original major vessels in their original lay-out). 

18 0.LE.S. 



8 THE SECURING OF IMPROVEMENTS 

Incentives and outcomes can be represented by successive linear programmes, but securing 

improvements almost always, if not always, requires an investment of resources: R & D; or 

the purchase and installation of improved equipment; or both. These investments take place 

over an interval, as do the returns that justify them. Only a dynamic model will represent 

adequately the commitment of resources to the securing of improvements, and the returns to 

these commitments. 

Linear programming, in the form of a sequence of programmes each indicated by the 

interval of time to which it relates, can be used ex post, to measure the profitability of a 

commitment aBer it has been made and the returns obtained. In such cases, the primal 

problem becomes 

A' x1 I d1 
A' x2 I d2 
A3 x3 I d3 
. .  . .  
I .  

and 

x1 2 0 
x2 2 0 
x3 2 0 

XT 2 0 

where the dimensions of the variables c,  x, A and d are now greater than those in equation 

(8), containing in addition the resources allocated to R&D, or to the buying of new 

equipment, or both. (Discounting future returns could easily be accommodated in the 

variables c' in the form of an expression such as ct = cl/(l+S)' where 6 would be the discount 

rate,) 
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As equation (15), the linear propamme would just  be encapsulating history; it would 

merely be a description, in the abstract, of past events. It would not be exploiting the power 

of linear programming to select the best from among alternative allocations or commitments. 

It would measure the outcome, given the decisions that led to the outcome; but it would not 

give any indication of the other possible decisions, some, perhaps, superior, that might have 

been made. It could not represent a ‘make-or-buy’ decision (in this case to undertake the 

R&D oneself, or to let some other fm conduct the R&D and then license the improvement); 

it could not represent the alternatives between a normal course of R&D and a ‘crash 

programme’ (in this case to commit the resources to R&D over the normal interval, or to 

commit a larger volume of resources - more scientists, more engineers, more laboratory 

space, more working capital - within a shorter interval). 

If, as the administrators of R&D do, we had to evaluate alternatives such as those 

illustrated above, and we wanted to calculate the optimal course of action (i.e., if we wanted 

to rewrite the objective function of equation (15) as maximize z = ..., and solve the resulting 

system of equations) we would be destroying the linearity of the system and attempting the 

solution of a mixed integer programming problem, a much inore demanding task. But since 

we are most unlikely, i n  our research, to be able to find data reflecting those alternatives not 

selected, this problem need not concern us. As it  is, we shall find it difficult enough to 

encapsulate history, to reproduce past events. 
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9 PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

In the course of formulating, solving and interpreting successive linear programmes we shall 

encounter two major problems, for neither of which will we have completely adequate 

soIutions. In order, these are problems of non-linearity and time irreversibility. 

With the exception of the few simple operations of blending of motor gasoline, diesel 

fuel and heavy fuel oil, all the physical and chemical processes utilized i n  petroleum refining 

are non-linear in the variables involved. Consider the unit operations and processes covered 

in any chemical engineering handbook or petroleum refining textbook (Nelson, 1958); 

although much simplified, their mathematical formulae are still highly non-linear in form, 

even after transformation (say, into logan thms). Textbooks in linear programming generally 

avoid the issue of non-linearity, assuming €or convenience that the expressions in both the 

objective and constraint equations are linear to begin with. (The exception is the text by 

Chvatal (1983), who devotes a chapter to linearization.) 

If we are to take advantage of the properties of the optimal solutions to  linear 

programmes, we must therefore linearize the formulae representing the physical and chemical 

operations canied out. There are two possible approaches, both of which we will follow: the 

historical and the synthetic. So useful has liiiear programming been to petroleum refiners that 

most have applied the technique to scheduling their production; a few have even perinitted 

their programmes to be published. We will reproduce these from the historical record 

wherever possible, associating the linear programming model with the technotogy employed 

by the refiner and assuming that the model has been most accurately constructed - in 

particular that the model’s constraint equations are the best linear representations of the (non- 

linear) physical and chemical relationships. 

The other approach that we will use, in the absence of a pubIished linear programme 

appropriate for the technology to be investigated, is the synthetic. In brief, we will construct 

our own programme, compare its optiinal solution with best commercial practice and, 

assuming the latter to be the rea[ optimum, correct the synthetic programme (meaning the 

system of constraint equations) so that its optimum coincides with the refiner’s practice. At 

this point, where the primal and the dual programmes have their optima, the incentives for 

improvements are indicated by the shadow prices of the (binding) constraints: these are, 
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within the neighbourhood of the optima, assumed to be linear. Mathematically, the optima 

are at vertices of the two convex hulls (the primal and the dual), and the incentives are the 

gradients of the supporting hyperplane. 

Linearization thus takes place in two stages, first in the formulation of the constraint 

system and second i n  the estimation of the shadow prices: the first stage may involve 

considerable statistical manipulation, the second requires only the assumption of linearity. 

The linear progammes developed and applied by refiners differ, depending upon the 

extent of their knowledge. Historically, knowledge of refining processes has increased with 

time, and the dimensions of linear programmes have increased pari passu. In  terms of the 

mathematical equations (8) and (9), the increase in technical knowledge is expressed by ever- 

larger matrices A. The increase in the number of rows of A reflects greater understanding 

of the nature of the physical and chemical operations and of the limits that equipment imposes 

in their fulfilment; the increase in the number of columns of A reflects a greater awareness 

of the heterogeneity of the hydrocarbons processed in the refinery and of their specific 

properties. 

But the historical increase i n  the size of the matrix of technical coefficients A creates 

the second problem in applying linear programming, that of the irreversibility of time. The 

problem does not arise in measuring incentives to improvements, since these xre estimated 

with the knowledge available at the time of the estimate, and the knowledge is reflected in 

the contemporaneous linear programme. The problem arises in measuring the implications 

of improvements, and is the more seiious the longer is the span of time over which 

improvements are surveyed. In principle, the implications of the improvements are measured 

by the changes i n  the coefficients qj of the constant matrix A, and, for a single plant, changes 

i n  the constraint vector d. Yet A changes with knowledge of the technology; the matrix A 

at the time of the oiiginal innovation is very different in dimension from the matrix A after 

a sequence of improvetnents. Presumably, the terminal matrix A and vector d will be the 

most nearly complete renddons of the improved technology; to account for all the 

improvements made up to that last instant, a matrix of the same dimension, with the same 

number of aij, should be available for the first, unimproved technology. But such an 

expansive matrix, incorporating all the accumulated knowledge, was not then avaiiable, 

because the knowledge had not been accumulated. 
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The only way to measure all the improvements, over the entire span of investigation, 

is to formulate a linear programme covering the initial technology (and plant) on the 

presumption that all future knowledge was available at the beginning. Having done this, we 

can then compare the aij at beginning and end, and observe the nature of the changes; i.e., the 

implications of the sequence of improvements. But we must remember that we have seen the 

implications by hindsight, and that they are not necessarily what were foreseen, nor what were 

sought. We cannot reverse time for our own convenience. 
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10 CONCLUSION 

To conclude, let us give an indication of what the evaluation of a small improvement might 

resemble, and how it would fit into the entire sequence. 

Imagine that we are at time t(k), sometime after the innovation. Imagine also that 

there exists at t(k) a linear progamme and its dual describing the current technology, 

expressed in the form of equations (8) and (9). Then, according to equation (12), there would 

be (at least two) inducements to improvements, forecasts of perspective benefits. These are 

forecasts, made before the improvements emerge, and thus made ex ante. 

More or less simultaneously, CA- m t e  measures of the costs of obtaining the 

improvements will be made by some refiners, or process design and construction firms, or 

equipment suppliers, or two, or all three. Comparisons of ex unfe benefits and costs will be 

made, and, where the former exceed the latter and the likelihood of success is high, R & D 

will be undertaken, extending over several periods. 

Once the improvement emerges, say at t(k+m), it may be incorporated in the 

engineering process; if it is, its profitability can be estimated, for the first time, ex post. 

Successive values of the differences between benefits and costs taken at regular intervals 

t(k+m+l), t(k+m+2), etc., will provide even more accurate measures of the profi tabiIity of the 

improvement. 

From the point of view of anyone wishing to evaluate improvements, there are several 

possible coinpansons, all of which would be useful but none of which would alone be 

satisfactory. One could make painvise comparisons of ex ante estimates (ex ante benefits vs. 

ex ante costs, at t(k)), or of ex post estimates (ex post benefits vs. ex past costs, at any date 

t(k+m+p), 01 p I m), (see Figure 1). One could compare CA- ante and ex post estimates of 

benefits, or of costs, or of the djfference between them, (profitability). One could expand the 

number of estimates, so as to take in benefits and costs, ex mite and ex posr, in a three- or 

four-way comparison. 

Let us conclude our illustration by conceiving of a four-way comparison, at an 

intermediate time after the original innovation (and indicated by dots surrounding the letter 

S in Figure 1). 
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On the second drawing, Figure 2, the point at which the comparisons are to be made 

is labelled t(k). The cumulative effects of past improvements, for which there are, at t(k), ex 

post measures, are indicated by small crosses, commencing at the date of the innovation, t(o). 

The solid curve, up to t(k), is derived by fitting the observations, indicated by the crosses, 

econometrically; and the extension of the solid curve beyond t(k) is an extrapolation, based 

on the hypothesis that the ultimate extent of improvements will be best represented by a curve 

of logistic form. (That the ultimate curve should take on a Iogistic form, should resemble the 

letter S when plotted against time or some other measure of effort, is a common belief in the 

petroleum industry. For us, the ‘S’ curve of process potential is an hypothesis, to be set 

against the evidence that we shall collect in the course of our study). 

At t(k) the  solution to linear programmes (appropriate for t(k)) will indicate the 

incentives for improvement(s), i.e., the potential benefits. If the sets of constraint equations 

include measures of the resources consumed in R&D, the solution will also indicate the costs 

of securing the improvement(s); but this is most unlikely to occur, so cx ante estimates of the 

costs of obtaining improvement(s) will have to be obtained from ancillary data, assuming that 

even they are available. More likely to be available are ex post measures of development 

costs and (new) equipment prices: those dated shortly after t(k) will give some idea as to the 

ex ante estimate, whereas those dated Ioiig after t(k) will give more accurate indications of 

ultimate (ex post) costs and benefits. 

Finally, in Figure 2 there are two other extrapolations of the ‘ S ’  curve of process 

potential drawn as dashed, not solid, curves beyond t(k)). If the hypothesis of the ‘S’ curve 

is valid, and if the interval t(o) to t(k) is short, relative to the total life of the process, the ex- 

ante measure, at t(k), of benefits will give some further indication of the future path, be it the 

upper (dashed) curve, the middle (solid) curve, or the lower (dashed) curve. The ex ante 

measures thus provide a means of up-dating, in a Baysian manner, the estimate of overall 

process potential. 
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